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spicewood, texas, united states

“We were outgrowing our house in Austin and wanted a bit more  
breathing room,” says designer Alyson Fox about relocating with 
her husband to Spicewood, Texas, a rural town about an hour away 
from the state capital of Austin. After picking out a plot of land and  
deciding to build their house from the ground up, Alyson and Derek  
enlisted their families’ help with the lengthy construction process:  
Alyson’s father-in-law drew up the floor plans and her brother-in-law  
acted as the general contractor and outfitted much of the house  
with custom woodwork. She’s convinced it would’ve been trickier with-
out the entire clan chipping in: “There was so much to consider, so we 
knew it would’ve been impossible for the process not to be stressful and 
tiring. But when the inevitable arguments ensue, at least they’re with the 
people you love!” she says, laughing. Alyson and Derek, who is a creative 
director working in advertising, designed their home’s layout to inte-
grate and honor the raw beauty of the surrounding landscape. “We tried 
to create a space that was about the land we’re on and kept the design  
elements simple so the two could work alongside each other,” she says. 
The interior features large glass windows, high ceilings, an open-plan 
kitchen, a huge collection of Alyson’s indoor potted plants—which she  
admits she has a weakness for—and lots of exposed storage. The concrete 
floor is kept relatively bare and walls are largely unadorned, which directs  

visitors to gaze at the seemingly endless bushland right outside their 
door. “The whole space is about finding the right balance between  
opposites, like old and new, warm and clean, function and beauty.” 
Alyson and Derek spend much of their time working from home, and 
they try to structure each workday like a typical day at the office, with 
a set morning schedule that accommodates breaks for lunch and play-
ing with their puppy, Stache. “With the exception of our dog barking 
when he looks out the window and happens to see a deer, fox or a road- 
runner’s weird strut, it’s a very quiet place to live,” Derek says. The sense 
of peace offered by their rural location also helps stimulate their creative 
processes, and they love the intimacy of living in a small community. 
Although there isn’t much in the way of restaurants and entertainment 
near their remote home, the former city dwellers have grown to em-
brace their newfound rural life: Some of their favorite moments here 
have been spent simply sitting together at the kitchen table taking in 
their surroundings. “It’s been really nice to kind of fall into the natural  
pattern of sunrises and seasons,” she says. “I don’t think I ever knew what a  
thunderstorm actually looked like until we moved here.” 

In the following list on page 276, we offer a few suggestions for keeping your 
houseplants as healthy and happy as Alyson’s greenery.
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Previous Page: Alyson and Derek enjoy playing catch with their  
puppy, Stache, in the long hallway or having a game of hide-
and-seek in the fields outside.

Left: Alyson found the vintage boucherouite rug that 
hangs on the wall on Etsy near the start of their building  
process. She designed the bedside table as part of her Shapes  
Stool Series. Some of the books sitting on it are We Tell  
Ourselves Stories in Order to Live by Joan Didion and We Others  
by Steven Millhauser. Alyson and Derek are also fans of Unison 
Home sheets, wool blankets and linen coverlets. 
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Above Left: A few of Alyson’s favorite kitchen items are her 
Staub kettle, John Boos chopping block, Mazama ceramics 
and a cast-iron spice grinder she found in Seattle. She loves 
whipping up salt-baked fish, roasted potatoes or anything taco-
related with Derek’s homemade salsa. 

Above Right: The plants in their home include a curly willow 
tree, assorted succulents, a fig tree, rubber plants and a 
kumquat tree. Alyson confesses to having a particular obsession 
with bringing plants home.
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